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Нелинейное взаимодействие волн в полуограниченной плазме

Развита кинетическая теория нелинейного взаимодействия волн Б

полуограниченной плазме для модели зеркального отражения. Полу-

чено нелинейное уравнение для поля, на основе которого исследо-

вано резонансное взаимодействие поверхностных волн, приводящее

к распадной и взрывной неустойчивости!»*. Рассмотрены поверхност-

ные и объемные флуктуации в полуограниченной неравновесной пла-

зме и изучена временная эволюция флуктуационных спектров, обус-

ловленная нелинейным взаимодействием волн. Установлено кинетиче-

СКОЙ уравнение для поверхностных волн и рассмотрены возможные

приложения этого уравнения для описания процессов рассеяния

волн и излучения в полуограниченной штамб.

Kinetic theory of nonlinear wave interaction in semibounded

plasmas ia developed for the specular reflection model. Kinetic

field equation is derived, on the basis of which resonant inter-

action of surfaca waves, causing decay and explosive instabili-

ties, is investigated. Surface and volume fluctuation л ic sesai-

boundtd nonequilibritm plasmas and time ĵ vs'i.opjwjat of fluctu-

ation spectra due to nonlinear wave interaction art considered.

Kinetic equation for surface waves le derived and its possible

applications to the description of wave scattering and radia-

tion la seniboundad plasaas are discussed.
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1. WTRODVOTIOB

Electrodynamic properties of spatially homogeneous plaema are

described by linear and nonlinear electric susceptibilities. Elec-

tromagnetic fields ere determined from nonlinear equations by given

charge and current distributions in plasmas [1]| they depend also

on boundary conditions if plasma is confined in some finite volume.

A characteristic feature of bounded plasma it that there exist both

volume electromagnetic oscillations with the spectrum of the same

type as in infinite plasma (the wavelength of such oscillations is

small compared with characteristic plaema dimensions) end a new

type of collective electromagnetic oscillations - the surface waves,

which propagate along the boundary and damp inside plasmas.

The structure of surface waves essentially depends on the

shape of the surface And on boundary conditions. The latter are de-

termined by the type of interaction between plasma particles and

the boundary. The simplest description of surface waves may be

given within the framworks of the specular reflection model, i.e.

when it is supposed that the charged particles, reaching the sur-

face, are reflected specularly [2,5,4j.
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The properties of different surface waves in the simplest se-

mibounded plasma case were investigated in details in papers [5-10]

(see also [i'l,12J). Existence of surface Langmuir oscillations in

semibounded plasma was mentioned for the first time in [13»14J . Ex-

citation of surface Langmuir waves in semibounded plasma due to

charged particles motion along the boundary was investigated in

И5I• Kinetic theory of high frequency surface Langmuir and low

frequency ion sound waves was developed by Yu.A.Romanov [5»б].

Thermal fluctuations due to volume and surface eigen oscillations

excitation in plasma halfspace were studied in [i6J. Surface fluc-

tuations in semibounded nonequilibrium plasma and spontaneous radi-

ation from such plasmas were studied in [17-19]» in particular, it

was shown in |,19] that the surface excitations can cause the cri-

tical fluctuations. An instability, arising due to the growth of

ion sound surface waves in the presence of ion-electron relative

motion in semibounded plasma, was considered in [10].

When surface wave intensities become large enough, it is ne-

sessary to take into account nonlinear effects. Nonlinear wave in-

teraction in semibounded plasma was investigated in hydrodynamic

approximation in [20-22], in particular, the decay instability of

surface wave was considered in [20]. Nonlinear wave interaction in

semibounded plasma, causing echo eurface oscillations, was inves-

tigated in kinetic approach in [23,24] .

In the present paper a kinetic theory of nonlinear wave inte-

raction in semibounied plasma is developed for the specular reflec-

tion model. A general nonlinear equation for electromagnetic field

is derived, on the basis of which different nonlinear effects are

discussed. Resonant interaction of three surface waves, causing de-

cay and explosive instabilities, is considered. Surface and volume
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fluctuations in semibounded nonequilibriura plasma are investigated

and fluctuation spectra time evolution due to nonlinear wave inte-

raction is studied. A kinetic equation for surface waves is derived

and its possible applications to the description of wave scattering,

transformation and radiation from semibounded plasma are considered.

2. NONLINEAR EQUATION FOR JOTENTIAL FIELD IN SEMIBOUNDED

ИЛБМА8

It is convenient to investigate surface and volume eigen oscil-

lations and tbeir nonlinear interaction in eemibounded plasaa in

the ваше way as in infinite plasmas., baaing on nonlinear equations

for electromagnetic field, which may be derived from kinetic equa-

tions for particle distribution functions and for the self-consis-

tent field. We shall consider stationary spatially homogeneous

plasma filling halfspac* I >0 . Assume that I <0 halfspace is fil-

led with some insulator, characterized by dielectric constant C
o
 .

We first restrict ourselves by consideration of electrostatic in-

teraction between charged particles (self-consistent electric

field is potential in this савв).

Kinetic equations for electron and ion distribution functions

and equation for the selfconsistent field in 2 >0 halfspace are as

follows:

(2)
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where | is the deviation of electron or ion distribution function

from the unperturbed distribution f
0
 (in equilibrium plasma one

must take Maxwelliah distribution function for f
o
)> В - selfcon-

sistent electric field, D° - external charge density. (The sign £

in (2) maaas summation over electron and ion components). Electric

field Б in Z <0 halfspace satisfies the equation

ola> E - 0 , <3)

(We suppose that there are no external charges outside plasma).

Kinetic equation (1) must be completed by conditions lor the

dlstributioc function f on the boundary i »0. Those for specular

particle reflection can be taken in the form

Electric field on the surface 1*0 must satisfy ueual boundary con-

ditions, which are reduced to the continuity of the electric field

tangential component and electric induction normal one.

To solve the set cf equations (1)~(2) in the half3pace j >0

we shall use the following formal procedure. We perform even and

odd continuations of electric field components £ x and fc, corres-

pondingly into 2 <('halfspaee (denote auch coatinuated field £ f )

and suppose that kinetic equations deter-mie« the distribution func-

tions in the whole space (we denote them f'')'

-0

The differential operator in fchesa equKtions is at such electric

f i e l d c o n t i n u a t i o n i n v a r i a n t re la t iva l ; ; , t h e s u L d t i e u t i o u (
v 'I .Vs)

—>C-2,-Vr) , ao tiie eolutione auat have the same
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(It is assumed that unperturbed distributions f
0
 are even func-

tions of ̂ Jj). Distributions functions f and f
+
 must coinside in

Ъ > 0 halfapace, because relations (6) at 2•0 lead directly to

boundary conditions (4).

Electric field E
+
 satisfiea the condition

which differs from (2) by taking into account a additional sur-

face charge, providing for field normal component discontinuity

on the boundary. (External charge density p°is supposed to be

continued into Z<0 in even way). We continue the eleotric field,

governed at z<0by equation (3), iato halfspace Z >0 In the siiii-

lar way. This field (denote it E ~) satisfies the equation

The solution of equation (7) at 2 >0 determines the alectrio

field in plasmas ( Ё*(г)*Е(«")), end the solution of (8) at 2<0

the eleotric field outside the plasm* (Е~(г}« Е(Г) ). The follow-

ing boundary conditions must be satisfied on the plasma surface}

(10)

The space Fourier transformation of eq.(7) 1st
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(11)
7

and due to the longitudinal charaoter of the field

(12)

The Fourier transformed equatioo (8) takes the fora

(13)ikEj —2E,
t
(o).

The value Ь
2
^(0), entering (11), «ay be found froa the boundary

oonditiona. Due to (10)

Using (13) t tjfW aay be easily expressed in terse of Ej.ĵ (O) .

Indeed,

| P I I P , U , P (1 If

E ( o ) " " T ~ 1 ™- i ~~T~ i ~^~ 2k ̂  ' ~ u >

so

£ " - (̂ o) = -ьЕГс ( 0 ) .
And ae froa (9) it follows that

then equation (11) may be rewritten aa

(15)
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where

In order to simplify the notations we shall omit "+" sign, i.e. we

shall write E instead of С .

Performing apace-tin© Fourier transformation of kinetic equa-

tion (5) and solving the obtained equation by successive approxima-

tion method we can write j r aa an expansion in series of field

intensity Er • Substituting this expansion into (15) we shall ob-

tain the following nonlinear equation, which entirely determines

the electric field in the part of space, filled with plasmat

4 l

i ^ s ^

where £(u,lc) is the dielectric peradttivitj, ̂ (^.^^лДа.) &nd

Х^ЧЦ,^;^*)^',^»!^») - nonlinear euBotptibilities for infinite

homogeneous plassa. Blectrio field outside plaeaa can be, according

to (13), (14) and (16), expressed directly in terms of the solution

of «q.(17)»

E: -2T*I% . (*
и к ,, к

Thus determination of field in plasma half space reduces to the so-

lution of the nonlinear equation (17)»
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3. DISPERSION EQUATIONS FOB VOLUME AND SURFACE WAVES

(ЫИЕАВ APPROXIMATION)

Neglecting nonlinear terms in (1?) and taking external charge

density equal to zero, we obtain the basic equation of the linear

approximation, which describes eigen oscillations in seraibounded

plasmai

(19)

Here and further on we shall use the following notation

N
 ' '

 ( 2 0 >

i.e. СГ Is the value of field intensity tangential component on

the plasma surface. It is easy to obtain from (19) the following

equation for t r s

>- Г, с _ л

where

(22)

It follows from (19)
}
 tbat eig«Q oeoillations of two types -

voluae and surfto* - can «xiet in seaibounded plesaa.

p

The diepereion equation for voluae eigen oscillations ( f, Ф 0 ,
• U>

0 ) Is determined by th* •••• oondition as is infinite plaesast

We use notation* h)f for the eigenfrequenciee, which are solu-
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tions of (23) at fixed values of к and present eigenoseillation

field in the form

where tg and фг are initial amplitude and phase. Using boundary

conditions (9) and (10) and relation (14), it is easy to show that

fc> - St. J
d t
'Г

and as Cr,<A.and ^f flre even function* of ^i , the following con

ditions is satisfied for the volume oacillationat

The dispersion equation for surface elgen wave (Б* Ф 0 )

determined by the condition

- 0 . (25)

We denote the elgen frequenciee of eurfaoe oecillatione by u)r and

present surface oscillation field In the form

=
* к

As £СЦЮ^О for surface waves, it is easy to find the total apace

component of field for the eurfaoe oscillation* froa (19)

It is not difficult to show, that when moving away froa the boun-

dary the surface oscillation field diminishes exponentially.
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4. SORFACB WAVES

We consider now different types of surface waves In semiboun-

ded plasma, determined by disjarelon equation (25).

The dispersion of both surface and volume waves In the high frequen-

cy domain is determined by plasma electron component. Eigen frequen-

cy and damping coefficient of high frequency surface waves In the

longwave limit 01 R ^ 1 (OL is Debye radius) are described by for-

mulas

Surfaoe wave dispersion in the low frequency domain essential

ly depends both on electrons and Ions. Suppose that the electron

temperature la much greater than the ion on* lt>:> lj (strongly non-

isothermal plasma) and consider the frequency domain, satisfying

the condition

In this case we can use the following approximate expression for

the dielectric permittivity

and then it is easy to find the value (22)t

Equating tC^i^^to zero, we find two roots of the dispersion equa-

tion!
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(50)

Taking the plus sign, we obtain the eigenfrequencies of surface

waves in the longwave and shortwave limits correspondingly

C
^

If minus is taken in (30), the surface waves eigenfrequencies are

equal correspondingly to:

Юг =
Q;

'£. I

(32)

t
(the second expreesioa (32) is valid for l^Ep^ 1 + pA^i ). We aen-

tion that eigenfrequencies (3D ere leas then the ion Langmuir fre-

quency, while eigenfrequenciea (32) exceed it.

The considered high frequency electron and low frequency ion

sound and ion surfaoe waves are characterised by poeitive energy.

In semibounded nonequilibrium plasma the surface waves with nega-

tive energy can also exist. For example we consider plasma with ve~

locity LL , parallel to the boundary. Neglecting ion thermal motion,

we can use the following approximate expression for plasma dielec-

tric permittivity
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valid for frequencies Ui « (ĉS . Substituting (33) into the general

formula (22) and integrating over к
г
 , we again obtain for

expression (29), in which 8; should be understood as

Equating then ^C
1
-
1
)^-

1
)

 t o
 zero, we can write the dispersion equa-

tion in the form

Consider the longwave limit Cl к <i<. 1 , and suppose that appro-

ximately

Taking minus in (34), we can rewrite the dispersion equation as

Supposing that the beam density is small enough ( П « 1 ), it is

easy to find the roots of this equation, corresponding to the eigen

frequencies of surface waves
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(35)

(In fig.2 see the frequency dependence

at ki.U,>0). Waves, corresponding to eigenfrequencies and

are characterized by positive energy, while the wave, corresponding

to eigenfrequency ;v , is characterized by negativa energy

Taking the minus sign in (34)» we obtain the dispersion rela

tion in the form

The roots of this equation determine the following surface waves

eigeiifrequenoies

(36)
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(expressions f or 0)p and W r are valid for (*i*O » i2; ).

Waves with frequencies (o i and Ldty , like in the previous case,

are characterized by positive energy, and the wave with frequency

£" rr ~ Ь
У negative energy.

Consider now surface waves in semibounded plasmas in external

constant and homogeneous magnetic field. Assume for simplicity

that magnetic field D
c
 is perpendicular to the boundary. The die-

lectric permittivity of magnetoactive plasma in the high frequency

domain is determined by the expression [25J:

= l •

where

Consider waves with frequencies, close to multiple electron cyclo

tron frequencies Cja'frUJ,. If fl(J»»|u)-tUO
b
| » |k

s
| S then

and for ^(Wjki) we obtain

(38)

So the dispersion equation fop eurfece waves with frequencies,

close to multiple electron cyclotron frequency, nay be written

as follows 1
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and we find surface nave eigenfrequencies in magnetoactive plasma

W
f i
 - Ct + A) W

h
 (39)

where

Taking the imaginary part of 5 0 » ^ ^ * ) into account, we obtain

fo.. the damping coefficient С If» <<•

where

So, weakly damping surface wave with frequencies, close to multiple

electron cyclotron frequency, can propagate in aealbounded plains

in external magnetic field, normal to the boundary.

5. NONblKEAR INTERACTION OF SURFACE WAVES

Nonlinear interaction of volume and surface waves In semibounded

plasma is described by general nonlinear equation (17). Supposing

that there are no external charges, we rewrite this equation in

the form
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Using the multiple time approximation method one can derive

from (42) a hierarchy of equations, which determines time depen-

dence of amplitude! due to nonlinear resonant wave interaction.

The simplest example of nonlinear resonant interaction of

waves is the three wave resonance, which takes place when the fre-

quencies of interacting waves satisfy the condition

(0r + Or » W r .

It is obvious that the three wave resonance in semibounded plasmas

is possible in the cases of interaction between three volume waves,

two volume and one surface wave (two cases are possibles a surface

wave is created as • result of two volume waves interaction, and

interaction between a volume wave with a surface one leads to the

creation of a volume wave), and three surface waves. When there

are no three wave resonances, the four wave resonant interaction

is the most essential, which is possible under cocdition that

We restrict ourselves by a detailed consideration of surface

wavea resonant interaction. Multiply equation (42) by-;—~" ^- and
k £ ( O k )k£((O,k)

integrate over Kt and then, taking the surface character of inter-

acting waves into account, express the fields t £ ̂  , ̂ |Г
г
(д)

г
 »••*»
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using (27), in terms of surface components

As a result the basic equation, describing the nonlinear interac-

tion of eurfaoe waves in semiboundei plasmas, may be written as

follows:

^

(*5)

where % and X are plasma nonlinear surface susceptibilitiee

<*7)

Now we apply the multiple time scale expansion method to non-

linear equation (45). The fields of surface waves in the first ap-

proximation are determined, as before, by expression (26), but due

to nonlinear wave interaction the amplitudes £{* and phases y£x

should be considered as slowly varying functions of tiae. Equations

for time dependence of amplitudes Ej^ and phases фГ may be found

from the condition that the secular parts of higher order approxi-
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nation» of equation (45) should turn to zero. Under the condition

of three eurfaoe waves resonance

equation for time dependence of the linear approximation amplitude

of aurfaoe waves is

If condition (4-6) is not satisfied, then the correction to the

field in second approximation is expressed in terms of fields in

first approximation in the following way

У fc«(
W||
f
tt
;

 ч
. f

u
) E

Amplitude and phase time dependence may be found from the removal

of the seoularity in the third approximation equation. Eeaonant

interaction takes plaoe if

. (51)

Equation for surface wave field tine dependence ie in the case of

four wave resonance as followsi

. (52)
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The prime near the sus symbol in the r.h.p. of (52) means that it

is neseseary to take into account all possible combinations of

wavesi which are in accordance with the resonance condition (51)

at different signs of frequencies.

6. THREE WAVE DECAYS OF SURFACE WAVES

Consider resonant interaction of three surface waves with

frequencies CJr , It)г and Qc, and fixed wave vectors

and hoi» satisfying the resonance conditions

(53)

Each of interacting waves is characterized by energy

i2.

Energies of separate waves may be both positive and negative (the

character of wave energy is determined by the elgn of the deriva-

tive *>f = — v ^' ••• ). We introduce for convenience amplitudes

and sign factors Sr ,

then expressions for energy and momentua of surface wavee take form

1
 (56)

Using definitions (55), we can write equation (49) in the form of

Schrodinger equation in interaction representation

: Ш - с \/. . , A, A,
 (5?)
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is interaction matrix element

V (58)

Taking into account symmetry properties of plasma nonlinear suscep-

tibilities X ^ H %
U
 i Mi. • W f

u
 , *л ) it ia easy to show that am-

plitude time dependence for surface waves with frequencies

is described by equations

(59)

which contain the same matrix element as in (57)* The system of

coupled equations (5?) and (59) gives full description of three in-

teracting surface waves dynamics. This system may be solved exact-

ly [1,26,27].

When three surface waves with one and the same sing of energy

(positive or negative) are interacting, i.e. when

1
(60)

then a decay instability arises in the system. Consider a wave with

frequency U) £ , which at aero time t'O has large amplitude jnf J ^

and i f\r I ̂ > пГч . As a reault of resonant interac-

tion amplitude Kc during the initial stage of time evolution chan-

ges slightly, while amplitudes АЦ| and n£iL grow exponentially with

time. The growth rates of waves with frequencies td f. and

on the amplitude of the wave with frequency td£L x
(

depend
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A value, inverse to (61), determines the decay time. As an example

of surface waves decay interaction one can indicate the decay of

surface Langmuir wave into surface Langmuir and ion Bound waves (in

strongly nonisothermal plasma), decay of surface cyclotron wave

with frequencies c; StOg into two surface cyclotron waves with fre-

quencies £ Ct)g, (in magnetoactive plasma) and so on.

In the oase of resonant interaction of three surface waves

with energies of different; sign, e.g. when

*i?« - * * « . - - S i ? * , (62)

an explosive instability arises in the system, i.e. the amplitudes

of interacting waves turn to infinity at some finite time t«o. The

wave with negative energy gives energy to the waves with positive

energies (or the waves with negative energies give energy to the

wave with positive energy), and amplitudes of interacting waves

grow to infinity in spite of conservation of the total energy in

the system. By means of appropriate choioe o£ initial condition we

can provide the amplitude of the most intensive (at zero time)

wave to develop in time according to the law

- A ±_ • (63)

The explosion time t <*> is determined " у initial amplitude and non-

linear interaction matrix element

1 —

L-oo ГТТг
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Explosive instability can take place in semiboundsd plasma with

compensated ion beam due to resonant interaction between three sur-

face waves, dispersion of which is determined by (35) (or (36)).

7. FLUCTUATIONS

When considering fluctuations in nonequilibrium send/bounded

plasma it is convenient, like in the infinite plasma case, to use

nonlinear equation for field with fluctuation sources, which may

be derived from Maxwell equations and equation for the microscopic

density, describing particle motion in plasmas. We restrict our-

selves for simplicity by consideration of potential field and as-

sume that plasma in the halfspace is homogeneous and stationary.

We separate the fluctuation part OJ of microscopic density and

present it as a sum of microscopic density fluctuation part in the

absence of particle interaction ОJ a.id difference between exact

microscopic density and microscopic density for noainteracting par-

ticles -P . The value т and microscopic field L are described by

equations which differ from (1) and (2) only by additional terms

( — E-jvjjOT and Iffl.̂, JfltfOj correspondingly). Assuming that specu-

lar reflection conditions are satisfied on the surface and continu-

ating the electric field outside plasma like before, we obtain for

т an equation, determined in the whole space. Presenting solution

of this equation in the form of expansion in series of field ampli-

tude and substituting it into the expression for induced charge,

we thua obtain a following nonlinear equation for fluctuation field:



К

?'

where Qi« is fluctuation charge density due to separate charged

particles random motion

E f d f f L
i

2
) continueted into the halfspace outside plasmea by even way),

0 £ and О X- - fluctuation variations of dielectric permittivity and

nonlinear susceptibility.

If the figId intensity is small and nonlinear effects are ne-

gligible, we obtain from (65) in linear approximation

tf
 й

and surface fluctuation field tf
 й
 satisfies the following equation

Relation (67) connects fluctuation field in plasmas with dis-

tribution function fluctuations in the absence of particle interac-

tion. Ueing this relation we can express field correlation func-

tions in plasmas directly in terms of correlation functions for
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the system of noninteracting particles.

Spectral distribution of distribution function fluctuations

in neglect of particle interaction (but taking into account specu-

lar reflection from the boundary) is determined by the formula

С

( 6 9 )

The first term in the r.h.p. of (69) describes fluctuations in un-

bounded system in the absence of particle interaction} the second

term is due to particles specular reflection from the boundary. In-

tegrating (69) over velocities we find spectral distribution of

charge density fluctuations in neglect of particle interaction

(but taking into account the reflection from the boundary)!

Using (68) we determine electric field surface fluctuations

spectral distribution

__

Expressing field surface component tj£a in (6?) in terms of

fluctuation charge density P f w » w e obtain, like before, the

total field fluctuations spectral distribution in aemibourded

plasmai
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с \ -

^HeC^tj^f) j ' (72)

The first term in the r.h.p. of (72) describes the fluctuations

due to volume field oscillations in semibounded plasma. As this

term contains delta-functffona of difference or sum of k
2
 and |c

a
 ,

it exceeds all other terms in (72) in the corresponding region of

к
г
 and к

2
 magnitudes (volume fluctuations domain). So electric

field volume fluctuations spectral distribution in semibounded

plasma may be approximately written in the form

We note that integrating (72) over Kg and kg components we imme-

diately obtain surface fluctuation spectral distributions (71),

Expressions (71) and (75) are valid for the description of

electric field surface sod volume fluctuations both In thermody-

naeioally equilibrium asd non«o,uilibrii«i (but stationary aad

stable) plasmas, Bipreaaione (71) and (7?) pay be essentially sim-

plified for tiaarmodynamioally equilibrbua plasma. Noting that in

equilibrium plasma

we can present surface and volume fluctuations spectral dietribu-
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tione in the form

(76)

la the spectra of surface and volume fluctuations besides a

wide maximum in the low frequency domain due to charged particles

random motion, there are also sharp maxima, corresponding to col-

lective surface or volume field fluctuation oscillations. Spectral

distributions of surface and volume fluctuations near eigenfrequen-

ciee are determined by following expressions]

= Tl

k •
We not* that intensities of fluctuation oscillations in non-

equilibrium plvsa» may essentially differ from the thermal level.

Intensities say inorease greatly compared with (77) and (78) if

plasma state is near the kinetic stability threshold. Nonlinear in-

teraction of fluctuation oscillations must be taken into account

in such case.

We separate in (63) the part, corresponding to surface wave

nonlinear interaction. As a result the equation may be rewritten

in the form
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where

and во on. In order to describe the fluctuation field taking the

nonlinear interaction into account it is neseeeary, generally spea-

king, to find not only the .quadratic correlation function \E }p ,

but also the higher order correlation functions (i.e. the third and

fourth orders in our approximation). Multiplying aucceesively the

left and right hand parts of equation (79) by themeel-геа, we can

obtain a set of nonunifonn integral equations, which determines a

consequence of above mentioned correlation functions. In particular,

we obtain the following equation for the correlation function of

second order:

(80)
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where the value Ob is expressed in terms of nonlinear susceptibi

lities

( 8 1 )

and Q - in terms of correlation functions of fluc-

tuation sources

(82)

Using (80) ire can find fluctuation field spectral distribution

taking into account nonlinear surface wave Interaction. This inte-

raction, in particular! causes additional maxima in the spectrum

at combination frequencies, and also saturation of critical surface

fluctuations In nonequllibrium plasma by surface oscillation eigen

frequency nonlinear shifts.

Equation (60), which determines the spectral distribution of

electric field surface fluctuations was derived under assumption

that this distribution Is stationary. But in real conditions taking

Into account the surface wavea nonlinear interaction, together

with oscillation linear damping or growth, leads to a possibility

for the field fluctuation spectral distribution to change in time.

If partiole distributions are stationary, the equation for surface

fluctuation spectral distribution time evolution may be derived

from (60) by substituting



.3 (8?)

and taking the imaginary part. As a result we obtain

(84)

This equation describes time dependence of the speotral density

\E /r u due to linear dissipation and nonlinear wave interaction.

It is not difficult to derive on the basis of (84) a kinetic equa-

tion for surface waves in semibounded plasmas.

8. KINETIC EQUATION FOE SURFACE WAVES

The general solution of equation (84) in linear approximation

is

, (85)

where the first term, which is determined by the nonuniform part

of (84), characterises surface fluctuations stationary level, and

the eecond term describes surface eiqen oscillations of the elec-

tric field due to the initial conditions. The stationary surface
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fluctuation level in equilibrium plasma is determined by tempera-

ture, therefore we can neglect thermal oscillations if the induced

oscillation level is high enough.

Substituting spectral distribution (85) into (84) we obtain

the following equation for the intensity of oscillations of some

certain typ» Ir :

at

i
+
 .'чг
i

C5f) t[ - —r.,--*-
 (86)

This equation describes surface wave dynamics taking into account

both interaction between themselves and with surface fluctuations

in plasmas. If we neglect in (86) the fluctuation oscillation in-

tecsity ^E X and the value »(^f
A
,*ii ̂ pЛi.) » which is con-

nected with particle distribution fluctuations, we obtain a kine-

tic equation for eurface waves:

ж

(87)

Kinetic equation (87) describes changes of eurface wave spec-

tral density If due to linear dissipation and nonlinear wave-wave
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and wave-particle interaction. The three-wave decay processes, i.e.

transformation of two waves into one and decay of the wave in two

others are taken into account in (87^. Besides that, induced scat-

tering of waves on particles is taken into account, which causes

additional damping of waves - the nonlinear Landau damping.

As we have already mentioned, kinetic equation (87) is only

valid when wave intensities are large enough and fluctuation os-

cillations in plasma may be neglected. That is why scattering and

transformation of waves due to interaction with fluctuation of wa-

ves due to interaction with fluctuation fields are not described

by (8?). In contrast to (87) kinetic equation (86) takes into ac-

count interaction between waves and fluctuation fields and so may

be used for the description of wave scattering and transformation

on fluctuations in semibounded plasmas. Equation (84) allows to

describe also scattering of charged particles on electric field

fluctuations, accompanied by bremsstrahlung. That is why using the

generalization (taking into account not only potential, but also

vorfcieity electric fields) of equation (84) we can investigate

spontaneous radiation from plasma into the surrounding medium.

This radiation may differ essentially from thermal emission in

nonequilibrium plasma.

9. NONLINEAR EQUATIOK FOR FIELD (GENERAL CASE)

We consider now a nonlinear equation for the electric field

in semibounded plasma without the assumption about potentiality

of the field. In such case, besides self-consistent electric field,

the selfconsistent magnetic field also enters the kinetic equation.

We continuate the self-consistent electric and magnetic fields into

space outside plasmas (the components Ex and D, - in even and ti i

Di - odd way relatively substitution Z-» -2 ) aad supplement the
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definition of distribution function -f like in the case of potential

electric field. Induced current density in semibounded plasma is

expressed in terms of linear and nonlinear susceptibilities of in-

finite uniform plasma, and space limitedness leads to additional

surface ourrent in the equation for field. Nonlinear equation for

the electric field in semibounded plasma (in the absence of exter-

nal sources) may be written as

( 8 8 )

where D f Jo) is aagnetic field on the boundary

Supposing that there is insulator with dielectric permittivity out-

side the plasma, and using the boundary conditions for fields it

ie not difficult to show that

К^Е>), (90)

where

.-.-^.-.--PF:

How we can rewrite the basic nonlinear equation for the electric

field in eemibounded plasma in a closed form
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(91)

Linear approximation equation for the field in aemibounded plaama

is

^X.n~0 , (92)

where и:^ц) is electric field on the boundary

(93)

It is not difficult to derive from (92) the following dispersion

equation for the surface waves:

M = o. (9<O

№en particle distribution is isotropic, dispersion equation (94)

decomposes into two independent equations

(95)

x _̂i \ _ Г\
1лП f- l i^Vn 1 I >

(96)
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corresponding to surface Oioillatlona with different polarisations

of the eleotrio field ( S - end D -polarisation).

Nonlinear equation (91) «eke* it possible to investigate three

wave decays in aeaibounded plasma is general oaae and Is baeio for

the derivation of the kinetic equation for waves, which deaorlbe»

also the transverse eleotromagnetio waves.
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